[in random order]

**Complete manuscript books:**
MS 299, Vie de St. Denis Bible
MS 300, Soissons Bible
MS 313, Book of Hours

**Fragments:**
MS 315, Book of Hours w/ St. Eustace martyrdom
Hayes 4, Book of Hours
Thom 38, World Chronicle bifolium
MS 355, Luke (9th c.)
Hayes 136 OS1, Amos, glossed and ruled
MS 309, Psalm 51
MS 291, pocket Bible
MS 284, “
MS 285, “
MS 287, Baruch
MS 320, Solomon and Rehoboam
Ege 15, Beauvais Missal
Ege 42, large psalter w/ musical notation
Ege 36, Book of Hours, tiny leaf
Ege 1, New Testament with gloss
Thom 30, Book of Hours calendar page
Thom 5, Carolingian with marginalia and crossed writing
Thom 2, Carolingian, damaged; book cover
Thom 28, with ruling
MS 345, St. Albans leaf with patch
MS 316, cut F
MS 318, decorated D
Thom 46 OS, Hebrew names
MS 314, “Dragon leaf”

**Supplementary:**
Cicero, PA6278 A2 1588, with manuscript waste in spine
Calf, goat and sheep skins
Facsimile wax codex
Papyrus sheet